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Updated: 08/02/2020 by Computer Hope When Writing in HTML, the tag is an inline element that makes text bold. This is useful when you want to create definitions or make a certain word or phrase stand out. The following sections contain information about the tag, including an example of how to use it, as well as related attributes and
browser compatibility. To create bold text on your pages, use the lt'bgt; taglt.bgt; lt'b The attributes in the HTML tag attribute dictates some aspects of the HTML element. Attributes are made up of a name and a pair of values. Although the tag doesn't have any unique attributes, it uses all the standard attributes. Compatibility Edge Internet
Explorer Firefox Safari Opera Chrome All versions Of All Versions All Versions All Versions Of The Browser, Compatibility, HTML EM Tag, HTML Strong Tag, Web Design Terms Updated: 11/13/2018 Computer Hope When Writing in HTML, the tag is used to zgt.gt'zgt; signage zlt;figure'gt; The tag is not mandatory and can be either the
first or the last element in the block. The following sections contain information about the tag, including an example of how to use it, as well as related attributes and browser compatibility. In a html tag, the attribute dictates certain aspects of the HTML element. Attributes are made up of a name and a pair of values. Although the tag
doesn't have any unique attributes, it uses all the standard attributes. Compatibility Edge Internet Explorer Firefox Safari Opera Chrome All versions 9.0 4.0 5.1 11.1 8.0 Our full list of HTML questions and answers. Terms of browser, compatibility, web design Updated: 11/13/2018 Computer Hope When writing in HTML, the tag was an
inline element used to change certain qualities of a text block on a web page. This was useful for changing font size, face and color. The following sections contain information about the tag, including an example of how to use it, as well as related attributes and browser compatibility. Please note that the tag is not supported in the future;
Instead, you should use CSS. Words and things #c1c1c3. A text that looks different. I am Атрибуты В теге HTML атрибут диктует некоторые аспекты элемента HTML. Атрибуты состоит из имени и пары значений; все теги&lt;/font&gt; &lt;/font&gt; &lt;/figcaption&gt; &lt;/figcaption&gt; &lt;/figure&gt; &lt;/figcaption&gt; &lt;/figure&gt;
&lt;/figcaption&gt; &lt;/b&gt; &lt;/b&gt; &lt;/b&gt; standard attributes. The tag is unique, but at one time it used the unique attributes contained in the following table. The color of the attribute description indicates the color of the text. the face denotes the appearance of the text. Size indicates the size of the text. Compatibility Edge Internet
Explorer Firefox Safari Opera Chrome All versions of All versions All versions All versions All versions All versions Until it will be removed in the future version of HTML Block text, Browser, Compatibility, Font, Web design terms November 12, 2009 4 min read Brought you Business on the main humor of me and take this quiz. What brand
is associated with each of these slogans? Breakfast Champions Don't Leave Home Without It Just Do It's The Names Wheaties, American Express and Nike Just Pop In Your Mind as well as some thoughts about each brand's image and offerings? If so, you just experienced the meaning of slogans. Here's a look at everything you need to
know about slogans. What is the slogan, really? Eric Schwartz, founder and president of Tagline Guru, defines the slogan through his own signature slogan, This Is Your Brand on the Line. Your slogan, he says, speaks of who you are, what you stand for and the reason why your client needs you now. Do you need a slogan? Some names
fully define what business does - Jiffy Lube is a great example. Others demand explanations, and that's where slogans come to the rescue. For example, if you've never heard of a BMW, the ultimate driving car says everything you need to know. Does your name describe the products you offer? Does it identify the unique benefits to the
customers you provide? Does this reflect your business identity and promise? If not, think about adopting a slogan. The slogan of the success story When Caroline Merriman, President and CEO of Leadership, launched her Atlanta-based consulting firm earlier this year, she focused on a strong business strategy, name and brand image.
But she doesn't consider her business identity complete until she's attached to her logo slogan that she says fits our brand and has defined our business and its identity, which she describes as a focused, finely oil machine. Her slogan: Finding the finish line first. We used sea navigation as an analogy, Merriman says. Before you leave the
dock, you need to know where you are going. Similarly, when businesses are facing crises or seemingly insurmountable goals, leaders must identify the finish line so that they can provide an inspiring vision to follow. As a slogan, Finding the finish line First describes our philosophy on two levels, she explains. You will win the race if you
find the finish line before anyone else and you will find the finish line if you define it and chart the route before you start the journey. 10 features of great slogans q to A Leadership tagline доживут до всех этих &lt;/font&gt; &lt;/font&gt; Memorable: People can remember and read it. Short and simple: Many of the best slogans have less
than 10 syllables. Final: Says what you do, especially if your name doesn't make your goal clear. Distinctive: Identifies the benefits of customers that set you apart from your competitors. Positive : Inspires good feelings. Original : Avoids cliches or copycat ideas. Specific : Rejects platitudes or lines that sound like the work of corporate
committees. Provocative : Makes people think, smile or learn new things about your business. Persuasive : Sends a great idea you want people to know about your business. Believable : Reflects the character, promise and personality customers experience when dealing with your business. Now that you know what the slogan is and what
qualities you should be successful, it's time to come to development. Follow these steps and you'll be on your way: Determine the market niche your business fills better than any competitor, the customer benefits only your business provides, the identity of your business, and the promise you continually make to customers. Brainstorm
lines that reflect your business personality and promise when communicating what your business is doing. For inspiration, visit AdSlogans' Advertising Slogan Hall of Fame. Get help from a branding or writing specialist to polish the results of your brainstorming into a great slogan that says who you are, what you do and why the world
should care. Schwartz says that even if you're on a budget, a professional can help you form slogans from mundane to memorable; From soft to brand statement. Make sure your slogan isn't used yet. Search the Internet and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Check and re-check your slogan. Share it with family, colleagues and
friends. See if they understand the line and if they remember it, repeat it and believe it. Protect your slogan through the formal trademark process. Then add it to your logo and marketing materials, and use it consistently to provide a brief definition of what your business stands for. One of the tags that you learn at the beginning of your web
design is the formation of a pair of tags known as accent tags. Let's take a look at what these tags are and how they are used in web design today. If you learned HTML years ago, long before HTML5 appeared, you probably used both bold and course tags. Predictably, these tags have turned elements into bold text or text calculus,
respectively. The problem with these tags, and why they have been pushed aside in favor of new items (which we'll be looking at soon), is that they are not semantic elements. This is because they determine what the text should look like, not the text. Remember HTML (where these tags will be written) is all about structure, not visual
style! Visual effects are handled by CSS and web design Practices have long held that you should have a clear separation of style and structure on your web pages. This does not mean using items that are not semantic and what details look like, not structures. This is why bold and bold tags are usually replaced by strong (for bold) and
accent (for italics). Strong and accent elements add information to your text, detailing content that should be viewed differently and emphasize when this content speaks. You use these elements almost as you would have used bold and pastiche. Simply surround your text with the opening and closing of the label and the accompanying
text will be emphasized. You can nest these tags and it doesn't matter which is the external tag. Here are a few examples. This text is highlighted, and most browsers will displ the text strongly stressed, and most browsers will displa in both of these examples, we are not dictating a visual view with HTML. Yes, the default external tag will
be italics and will be bold, but these views can be easily changed in CSS. It's the best of both worlds. You can use the default browser styles to get multi-way or bold text in the document without actually crossing the line and mixing structure and style. Let's say you like to have this text not only be bold, but also be red, you can add this to
the SCS strong q C In this example, you don't need to add a property for bold font-weight, as it is by default. If you don't want to leave this to chance, however, you can always add it in: strong font-weight: bold;c Now you'd be all but guaranteed to have a page with bold (and red) text, where the tag is used. One thing we've noticed over the
course of the year is what will happen if you try to double your accent. For example: In this text, there should be both bold and calculus. You would think that this line would produce an area that has text that is bold and italics. Sometimes this does happen, but we've seen some browsers only honor the second of two accent styles, one
closest to the actual text in question, and only display it as medallions. This is one of the reasons why we don't double down on accent tags. Another reason to avoid this doubling is for stylistic purposes. A form of accent is usually enough to convey the tone you want to set. You don't need bold, italicize, color, zoom, and emphasize text in
order to stand out. This text, whether all these different kinds of attention will become vivid. So be careful использовании тегов акцента или стилей CSS, чтобы обеспечить акцент и не переусердствуйте. Одна последняя мысль - в то время как&lt;b&gt;смелые ( ) и italics (&lt;i&gt;) теги больше не&lt;/i&gt; &lt;/b&gt; &lt;/strong&gt;
&lt;/strong&gt; &lt;/strong&gt; &lt;/em&gt; &lt;/em&gt; to be used as accent elements, there are some web designers who use these tags to style inline areas of text. Basically, they use it as an element. This is good because the tags are very short, but using these items in this way is usually not recommended. We mention this in case you
see it there, some sites used not to create bold or multi-legged text, but to create a CSS hook for some other kind of visual style. Style. &lt;/span&gt; html table tags examples. html page tags examples. html text formatting tags examples. html5 tags examples. html form tags examples. html struts tags examples. html animation tags
examples. html empty tags examples
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